
Rules of Conduct 
 
All individuals registered for play or electing to 
volunteer to be a part of the West View Ross 
Athletic Association in the capacity of a 
leadership position are immediately 
considered agreeable to the expectations and 
consequences outlined below.  Any rules of 
conduct or necessarily disciplines not outlined 
below will become the full decision of the 
executive board as deemed necessary.  

 

Managers and coaches have an obligation to conduct themselves and be seen to their 
players, parents, and spectators as a leader in always providing the proper conduct 
expected. We are not only teaching our players proper baseball and softball techniques 
but are also teaching them how to become responsible young adults. With that in mind 
managers, coaches and volunteers must always behave in a responsible manner.   
 
These rules apply to on the field interactions as well as spectator interactions at West 
View Ross Athletic Association home and away events.  As a manager, coach, player or 
fan you represent the association and the community at all times. This understanding 
must be communicated to all association volunteers and the failure to behave with the 
appropriately deemed conduct will result in the actions listed below.   
 
1. Use of foul or abusive language on the part of any manager, coach, player, or 

spectator will not be tolerated.  The person or persons will be immediately ejected 
from the playing field and surrounding area. The manager, coach, spectator and or 
player will be suspended for the next playable game. 

 
2. Managers, coaches, or players displaying conduct deemed detrimental to the games 

of baseball or softball will face disciplinary action which will result in suspension for 
the rest of the game and a one game suspension at a minimum. If a penalty is more 
than a single suspension as described above it will require the League V.P., 
Commissioner of Baseball, Commissioner of Softball, Association President and an 
additional Board Member to meet and deliver an appropriate penalty. 
 

3. Managers, coaches or players displaying conduct deemed detrimental to the West 
View Ross Athletic Association will face disciplinary action which will result in a 
minimum one-week suspension from any West View Ross Athletic Association events. 
If a penalty is more than a suspension as previously described it will require the 
League V.P., Commissioner of Baseball or Commissioner of Softball, Association 
President and an additional Board Member to meet and deliver an appropriate penalty. 

 
4. No manager or coach will be allowed to be in attendance or on the grounds at a game 

during his or her suspension. It is highly recommended that a manager has a 
suspended player attend a game and have them sit on the bench.   A second offense 
of this rule will be an additional suspension of two playable games.  On the third 
offense the offender will be suspended for the remainder of the season.  

 
If a manager or coach has three suspensions, they may never again manage or coach a 
team within the West View Ross Athletic Association. If a third suspension is issued for a 
player, it will be the discretion of the board if the player can return for future seasons. 


